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Introduction

If you look around a typical marketing or e-commerce team chances are the most 

stressed and over worked team members are involved in email marketing. 

Email is unique in it’s nature. There are large amounts of extensive creative to be 

built, with hectic schedules and what always seems like endless changes during 

proof and signoff stages.

All of this has to be done with an under-resourced team. Email always seems to 

be the poor cousin of marketing channels, perhaps because of the perceived low 

cost of the medium and not being involved in acquiring shiny new customers.

The result is most email marketers are stuck on the hamster wheel furiously 

pedalling just to stay where they are. There are not enough hours in the day to 

complete the ‘business as usual’ campaigns, let alone find time to implement 

anything new that will improve performance.

This is where some simple quick wins can help.

This guide shows how real-time email content can be used to freshen up your 

email marketing content.

Use this guide as a handy tool to dip into next time you are stuck for ideas or 

need that extra bit of zing in your campaigns, without adding extra stress to your 

busy work lives.
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1. Personalised images to create impact

By helping your email stand out in the busy inbox even simple personalisation 

provides great results, helping hold attention for more than the few seconds an 

email is usually opened for.

Emails from the same brands become wallpaper to customers – to the casual 

reader they all look the same and there is nothing to make the customer sit up and 

say why this one is any different to the last.

This is where personalised imagery comes in.

Personalised images use the persons name, company or some other relevant 

information in a highly creative visual. This makes the email far more eye catching 

and suggests the content isn’t just more generic messaging.

And as this is an image there are none of the usual HTML & CSS for email 

headaches – you can use any font, in any style, colour, make use of funky angles, 

effects or drop shadows to really stand out.

Best of all they take virtually no extra effort compared to generic images!
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As part of their instore data capture 

programme to convert instore shoppers 

online, Jones Bootmaker used an image of 

the customers name inside a shoe as if it 

was part of the brand label. This helped 

achieve a 1 in 60 purchase rate from the 

promotion.

Fitness brand Frame used more than just 

name with a whole series of personalised 

data points and even a chart to show the 

customers key stats from the prior month, 

helping them celebrate their great recent 

achievements.

Cruising Excursions used one of their 

paddles that passengers will be looking for 

when disembarking from their cruise ship 

and linking up with their excursion tour 

guide to display the customers name.

Personalised Images Inspiration
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2. Animated Countdown Timers

Last chance! Ending soon! Not long left! How many different ways do you end up 

trying to create urgency in your promotional campaigns?

A really simple solution is to drop into your creative an animated countdown timer 

that in real-time ticks down in seconds showing how long is left in your promotion. 

Timers are an eye-catching way of generating urgency, with more intensity than 

just saying ‘ends tonight’. The time continually ticking down enforces the feeling of 

needing to act now and not put it off when it will be too late.

Sometimes all it takes to inject that level of excitement your promotion deserves is 

adding that timer.

Push next day delivery

Add in all emails a timer 

that reminds customers 

that they can have an item 

tomorrow if they buy 

before todays cut-off time.

Time to departure or event

Travel brands or event 

organisers can use timers to 

generate excitement of the 

forthcoming holiday or event 

with a live timer.

Count up timer

Timers can go up as well as 

down! They are a great way 

of reminding customers 

how long it is since they last 

did something.

Where else can you use timers?

The classic use of timers in email marketing is on promotional events but there are 

other use cases where they can be added to enhance the impact of messaging.
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On every daily deal TV shopping channel 

JewelleryMaker use a countdown timer to 

remind customers the price is today only.

easyfundraising use count-up timers to 

remind their supporters of charities and 

good causes how long it is since they last 

raised for them.

Encouraging customers to make last 

minute additional excursion bookings 

Cruising Excursions use a timer that 

counts down to their sail date.

Animated Timers Inspiration
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4. Live Voting

Sometimes it can be really challenging to create an email where you know it won’t 

be of interest or engaging to most of your audience. This might be a campaign that 

is dictated by the brand marketing team to create awareness or launch a new 

product. You have to do it as the business wants to throw a big net out there to 

ensure as many people as possible see this content, even if you know it’s not in 

90% of customers sweet spot.

It might also be that you can’t simply keep throwing out the same emails with the 

call to action to ‘Shop now’ when you know not everyone can buy from you every 

single week, especially for infrequent big ticket purchases.

An alternative approach is to use live voting in emails. Live voting displays a 

question with a number of options, with the latest vote tally shown against each 

answer. Recipients can simply click on an answer to give their view, and the vote 

tallies are updated in real-time in the email.

This turns your email into a 2-way conversation. Anyone can answer a poll, even if 

they are not in the target audience for your campaign, or if they simply aren’t in 

buying mode.

Using a poll will however help keep your brand front of mind. It can also help 

educate them by the very nature of asking a question with certain options raises 

awareness or reminds them of its existence. And of course you are also capturing 

the valuable data of which option each individual selected to power future 

targeting.
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Live Voting Case Study

easyfundraising stay in touch with their causes supporters with a weekly status 

update email. To avoid repetition of ‘shop now’ and for periods where there is no 

recent shopping activity to talk about, one of a number of polls is used instead.

These questions not only provide valuable feedback but also indirectly educate 

and remind supporters of what they could be doing. For example this might be 

raising awareness of the different retailer categories that you can raise with, which 

shopping tools you should install or hint at where they might raise big donations 

during Black Friday.
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5. Location Personalised Content

If you work in a multi-channel retailer the chances are you’ll have colleagues in the 

stores team which are not always your best friend. They’ll see your fancy 

promotional emails going out with online offers in and want some of that for their 

stores.

Before long you’ll get bogged down in sends for specific stores opening, closing or 

news which eat up into your week but don’t help you meet your KPIs.

A good alternative is to bring your stores into your main campaigns. This could be 

as simple as displaying the customers nearest store, or even using a live map 

showing all of their nearest stores. You can even do this if you don’t have a 

location for the customer by looking at where they are when they open the email in 

real-time.

Footwear retailer Brantano were having 

to manually manage around 2-3 store 

opening & closing emails per week. 

To reduce the burden on the team the 

content was simply automated, with a 

store locator module showing the 

customers new nearest stores to either 

their home address if available, or their 

past store.
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6. Weather Targeted Content

For certain sectors weather plays a key role in the relevancy of messaging. For 

example, in fashion the weather clearly relates to what customers will buy, and in 

travel the current temperature in any destination usually directly corresponds to its 

appeal.

With real-time content platforms such as Reignite you can connect to the latest 

weather in any destination – that could be a travel destination or the customers 

location, and display a live forecast to support your messaging while also tailoring 

the content and products shown by any weather attribute such as rainfall or 

temperature.

How to use weather in emails:

Tailored products

Create a more effectively merchandised email 

with products chosen based upon the weather on 

any day in the customers location.

Current weather in destination

For destinations that want to build excitement for 

the customers next trip, or simply remind them of 

their glorious weather drop in the latest weather 

and temperature into every email template.

Forecast for holiday

Let customers know before they arrive what the 

weather will be so they can plan accordingly. This 

pre-departure email from pet-friendly travel 

company PetsPyjamas helps travellers plan 

those all important dog walks.
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Reignite is a real-time email content platform that allows marketers to create high impact 

personalised content, that adapts at the moment of open. This technology presents new 

opportunities for email marketers compared to static HTML emails.

Reignite aims to reduce stress for email marketers in 3 main ways:

Easy high impact creative

Real-time content opens up new types of content options from personalised images, through to 

countdown timers and live voting that instantly give email creative a lift for minimal effort. 

Automation

Reignite can help marketers move away from hand crafted email builds that take time, are prone 

to human error and have painful sign-off processes. Instead whole swathes of content can be 

automated from data sources such as product feeds, transforming the process of ‘getting the 

email out the door’.

Personalisation without usual headaches and timescales

One of the main reason’s personalisation projects for email take so long is the complexity and 

number of people that need to be involved. Reignite makes it as simple as connecting to a data 

source and dropping some HTML tags into your email. 

How Reignite can help reduce email 

marketers stress levels
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Reignite is a simple platform designed for marketers without any technical skills. It requires 

minimal setup and training to get started. Here are the 3 steps to create your first image:

How does Reignite work?

1
To create your images to drop into your email 

template first of all pick a data source. Either use one 

of our out-of-the box sources for anything from 

personalised images, timers or weather or add your 

own via CSV file or add API details of your chosen 

source.

Connect to any data source

Next we can use the Photoshop style editor to create 

our image. Simply add any number of text, images 

and shapes and drop in merge tags for where you 

want the personalised content to show.

Once you have finished designing simply drop the 

simple HTML tags Reignite gives you into your email 

template.

2 Create your image

3 Drop tags into your template

Want to know more?

Plans start at just £49/$65 per month and require no annual contract. Visit www.reignitehq.com 

to learn more and request your free demonstration and trial account.
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